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INTRODUCTION 

During the second year of the duration of contract 
AF 41(657)129 the following subject matters have been 
investigated: 

a) Development of substitutes for human body tissues 
from an electrical point of view. Availability 
of such substitutes is a prerequisite in order 
to conduct relative absorption cross section 
studies for mankind as outlined in the contract 
proposals submitted 1957 and 1958. 

b) Development of a technique for the determination 
of relative absorption cross section studies 
applicable to mankind. 

c) Development of a test chamber for microwave 
scattering studies. 

d) The theoretical basis of thermal nux meters and 
dose meters. This study was undertaken to de
termine the limitations of the steps necessary to 
optimize the performance of thermal flux meters. 
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e) Survey of mechanism of a nonthermal nature 

which may be an essential part to the under

standing of the action of microwaves on mankind. 

The resultant paper was presented at th~ 
(A.r::r11t -r,> ,·f ··J~J 

2nd Tri Service ConferenceA and a later paper 

was submitted for publication in the related 

Conference Proceedings. This paper swmnarizes 

to a large extent earlier work conducted in 

our laboratory and orients it in a manner 

applicable to the microwave hazard program. 

f) Survey of absorption coefficient studies 

predominantly carried out in our laboratory 

as they pertain to the microwave hazard program. 

This paper essentially swmnarizes earlier work 

and some wor~ carried out at the beginning of 

the second contract year and puts it into proper 

perspective with regard to the microwave program. 

The substance of this paper and of the 

paper listed under e) are considered as important 

•prerequisites by us to any understanding of the 

interaction of microwaves withbiological material 

and mankind. In the absence of the background 

provided by these two papers no intelligent work 

and no well-concerted effort in the biological 

microwave hazard field is considered possible$ 
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g) Delivery of a lecture and subsequent delivery 

of a manuscript summarizing the most important 

principles wich pertain to the set-up of a 

well-controlled microwave beam test facility 

useful for biological work. 

While the papers lie ted unde.r topics e) and f) were 

delivered by the Principal Investigator, the paper 

listed under g) was presented by Professor o. Salati. 

Most of the work mentioned above is either in 

line with the original contract i:roposal or was 

invited (such as the delivery of the various papers). 

The study mentioned under item d) was undertaken 

when it became obvious that an increasing number of 

investigators had become interested in thermal 

flux and field evaluating devices and that, on the 

other hand, no attempt would be undertaken to assemble 

the analytical facts the knowledge of which appears to 

be a prerequisite for any development of a thermal 

device. Since the papers mentioned under topics 

e), f), and g) have been submitted separately, no further 

attempt will be made here to summarize pertinent work 

carried our under this contract. Instead, reference is 

made to the delivered papers. Hence, we will restrict 

this report to a discussion of the items mentioned under 

topics a) to d). 
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C H A P T E R I 

A) ELECTRICAL SUBSTITUTES FOR ffiJMAN TISSUE 

The development of electrical substitutes for 

body tissues in the microwave range is useful for all 

purposes where phantom studies, simulating the human 

body, are planned. A typical example are absorption 

cross section studies pertaining to mankind and intending 

to relate mankind absorbed power with free field values 

of litre field strength or energy flux. It had become 

obvious f-rom previous work carried out predominantly 

in our laboratory that all body tissues fall within 

the following ranges of electrical values throughout 

the total microwave frequency range: 

Dielectric constant 5 - 70 

Specific resistance 10 - 10,000 Ohm-cm. 

Depending on frequency and type of tissue (hard tissues, 

soft tissues with high or low water content), a variety 

of probable combinations of dielectric constants and 

specific resistances within these ranges are possible. 

Hence it was decided to develop an electrical substitute 

for body tissues useful for phantom work which fulfills 

the following requirements: 
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1. It must be available in the form of a solution 

in order to a) permit ease of filling the various 

cylinders, spheres and other body shapes chosen for 

absorption cross section studie!, and b) be able to 

stirred up immediatelr after exposure in order to 

establish its average temperature rise. 

2. It must permit continuous variation of the 

di electric constant throughout the range from about 

5 to 70. 

3. It must permit independent adjustment of 

conductivity of the dielectric constant range quoted. 

Requirements 2 and 3 are necessary in order to permit 

successful simulation of any tissue of possible interest 

at any frequency throughout the microwave spectrum used 

for radar purposes. 

It is obvious that requirement 3 can be met only 

if el.e ctrolytes form an essential part of the mixture. 

Dioxan is ideally suited as a means of lowering the 

dielectric constant of water and electrolytes. 

Consequently a variety of electrolytes of varying 

electrolytic strength were mixed to different ratios 

with dioxan and their dielectric parameters determined. 

The investigations benefited from the following facts: 
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The frequency dependence of the di electric properties 
a 

ot an electrolye is given by/rather simple expression 

involving only one Debye term 

(1) 

where Er= 8.84 • 10·14, C:
0 and €0Qdielectric 

constants at frequencies much lower or higher 

respectively than l/21Y T. l/2'il'T is about 20,000 Mc 

tor dioxan-water mixtures.* 

b. The frequency dependence of the dielectric properties 

ot an electrolyte is not essentially affected by the 

presence ot dioxan.* The latter substance simply 

lowers the volume taken by the electrolyte and 

thereby reduces its dielectric constant and 

conductivity. But it does not affect the 

characteristic frequency t 
O 

= 1/2 t' T of the microwave 

dispersion expressed by equations (1). It merely 

shifts the constants E0 and K0 • This makes it possible 

to calibrate all water-electrolyte-dioxan mixtures 

at relatively low frequencies, thereby determining 

the constants E0 and K0 as they change with dioxan 

and electrolyte concentration. The use ot equations (1) 

* See H.F. Cook, Trans. Far. Soc. Jlu,:751, 1951. 
A variation of T with dioxan content, as indicated 
by Cook's work, is stttt.stically not significant. 
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perm.1 ts then prediction of e. and K for the total 

microwave spectrum, using the .f'urther fact that c
00 

changes linearly with the mole fraction of water f:rom 

2,5 ( C ot dioxan) to 5 ( c00 of water) • ..,.. 

c. The dielectric properties of pure water mixed with 

dioxan are already known* and serve as a standard 

check on our method of determination of dielectric 

properties. 

Measurements were carried out to check the valid1 ty 

of the assumption stated above. Pertinent work will 

not be reported in detail here. 

Measurements were carried out at frequencies 

rangins from 1 to 200 Mc with an RX-Meter developed 

and sold by the Boonton Radio Corporation, Boonton, 

Kev Jersey. Details ot the development of necessary 

sample test cells, correction techniques for distributed 

inductances and capacitances are not included in this 

report since they have been given in greater detail in 

another place .... 
• See page 7 

• Thia linearity hu been established bJ Cook 
(op.cit.) up to a water mole fraction of 
0.45. The linear extra_polation to tull 
water content Jields e~(water) rv 5 in 
agreement with known water data . 

..... See OHR-report, Contract 551(05), tto 'be ~~ubllitted Jul1 1, 1959. 
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Table I summarizes the dielectric constants c for 
. 0 

water-dioxan mixtures as obtained in our laboratory, 

and figure 1 compares these data with literature values.* 
The agreement is seen to be satisfactory. 
Table I turthermore shows d1electr1.c constant and 

conductivity data for 0.1, 0.033 and 0.01 molar KCl 

aolutiona mixed with dioxan. Figures 2 and 3 present 

these data graphically. The data illustrate: 

1. The d1el eotric constant is nearly independent 

ot the presence of ions. A small decrease 

with increase in ionic strength, particularly 

at low dioxan concentration, is in agreement 

with literature data. 

2. The conductivity changes about linearly w1 th 

the concentration of the electrolyte, 

particularly at low dioxan concentrations. 

It furthermore descreases rapidly w1 th 

increasing dioxan conte~t. 

Finally, figures 4 and 5 sUlll!larize some data, 

previoual7 published by Cook (Op. cit.). They apply pure 

water-dioxan mixtures and pertain to the time conatant T 

and "infinite" dielectric constant c00 as tunction of 

va ter content • 

* See Conway, Electrochemical Data, Elsevier Publishing Comp., 
Amsterdam, Houston, London, New York, 1952. 
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Table I 

Dioxan Dielectric Constant E.c Conductivity Ko (mMho/cm) 
(weight-%) 0 n/100 n/30 n/10 n/100 nl30 n/10 

0 78.5 78.0 76.4 76.o 1.43 4.78 13.0 

10 69.5 

20 62.4 61.2 61.0 60.7 1.09 3.23 9.00 

30 54.7 

40 45.7 45.4 47.0 44.0 0.745 2.16 5.73 

50 37.8 

60 28.3 28.5 28.9 29.0 0.439 1.25 3.12 

10 20.2 

80 12.6 12.9 14.3 15.6 0.119 0.287 0.59 

90 6.63 

100 2.35 

Dielectric constant C0 and conductivity K'0 (in mMho/cm) for various 

KCl-Dioxan-water mixtures. The data are given as function of the 

weight percentage of d1oxan and pertain to water and molar KCl

aolutions. All data hold for a temperature of 25° c. The con

ductivity increases with temperature by about 2% per 0 c temperature 

change and the dielectric constant decreases about½ unit per 0 c. 

Estimates accuracy about 2%. 
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Since in the above table and figures the constants 

and T have been presented, equations (l} 

permit the determination of E and K for water-electrolyte

dioxan mixtures tor any frequency of interest, provided that 

the electrolyte is KCl. Usually it will be found that the data 

are identical with the "low frequency" data Ee and K0 given 

in figures 2 and 3 and table I. Corrections, utilizing 

equationa (1) become important as the frequency increases 

above 1000 Mc and are simple in application. The realization 

of a particular suspension of defined dielectric properties 

is eaay w1 th charts 2 and 3: Graph 2 permits statement 

of the dioxan weight percentage to yield a given dielectric 

constant, and chart 3, in combination with the desired 

conductivity, establishes by interpolation the concentration 

of the required KCl-solution. 
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CH APTER II 

B. TECHNIQUE FOR RELATIVE ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTION DETEW.J:NATION 

We define as. "relative absorption cross-section" the 

ratio of two power values P1 and P2 • P1 is the power absorbed 

by the object of interest as exposed to a uniform and plane 

wave. P2 is the total power value given by the product 

of the power flux prior to the insertion of the obstacle 

into the field and measured at the position of the obstacle 

and of the "projected cross-section" of the obstacle of 

interest. The latter is obtained for viewing in the 

direction of the propagation of radiation upon a plane 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. It is 

apparent that the knowledge of this relative absorption 

cross-section is a prerequisite to a determination of the 

power which is absorbed by animals or mankind from free 

field measurements. It is also apparent that power absorbed 

estimates by mankind must be based ultimately on free field 

¥easurements where power density and field strength are 

simply related. We have pointed out previously that the 

concept of power density fails in the presence of standing 

wave patterns and that field strength values near the 

surface of the human body are related only in a very complex 

mnnner with the energy absorbed by the body. 

The relatibe absorption cross-section of a sphere can 

be shown to be 
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where K1 and E1 are conductivity and dielectric constant 

of the sphere, R its radius and Er~ 8.84 • 10-14. * 
Suppa se f rv 100 Mc, and R I\..IJO cm, 1. e. we consider the 

case of a sphere whose average dimensions compare with 

those of the human body. Th.en for typical body properties 

iri the microwave range K' 1 rv 10-2 and t:1 ~ 60, S l'V 1%, 

1. e. the relative absorption cross-section as in this case 

only 1%. This sample is chosen to demonstrate that the 

relative absorption cross-section can be extremely small. 

On the other hand, at frequencies so high that the 

wavelength is small in comparison with the diemensions or 

the illuminated obstacle, the surface of the human body 

may be considered in a first approximation as a plane 

surface hit under right angle of incidence, provided that 

the broad side or the trunk is oriented towards the 

radiation, 1. e. the person faces the antenna system. In 

this case, we may anticipate absorption up to 100% 

efficiency as shown by previously published work from our 

laboratory. In summary: The relative absorption cross

section which is introduced to characterize the efficiency 

to absorb energy incident upon the projected cross-section 

~,"e Chapter IV 
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of an illuminated obstacle, can vary in the case of exposure 

of mankind htween 100 and less than 1%. This means that 

we are at the present left virtually without any knowledge 

whatsoever as to the amount of energy picked up by mantind. 

In view of recommended ~olerance flux levels of 

10 mw/cm2 absorbed energy corresponding free field flu.,,c 

levels are completely uncertain. Another consequence 

of this finding: Any type of animal work, where test 

animals are exposed to electromagnetic fields in order 

to learn from their responses on what level to establish 

tolerance flux or field strength levels for mankind, 

appears 1rrelevant0 

The definition of the relative absorption cross

section involves several quantities which must be known 

in order to establish its value: 

1. A homogeneous pl·ane field of constant intensity 

at the location where the scattering and absorbing 

obstacle of interest is to be introduced into 

the field. It should be of known value. This 

value may be given either in terms of flux F, 

i.e. in units of Watts/cm2 , or in terms of field 

strength E, both being related in air by the 

equations F = E2/377. Absence of any standing 

wave pattern is a prerequisite to this equation. 
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illuminated by the radiation and determination 

of the amount of energy absorbed by the lossy 

obstacle. \fuile the former is readily established, 

different possibilities exist to ascertain the 

second quantity. 

The achievement of a homogeneous field ls not easy, 

and this subject is discussed in another place.* Here 

we will discuss alternate means of determining total 

energy absorbed by the illuminated obstacle. The following 

different approaches may be used: 

a) Measurement of field strength inside the obstacle 

as function of space and determination pf the 

absorbed energy from the volume integral of E2 k. 

where v< is the electrical conductivity of the lossy· 

material filling the obstacle. 

* 
See Chapter II I 
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b) Measurement of temperature rise for a given 

time of illumination. The volume integral of 

all temperature readings divided by the volume 

itself provides the average temperature rise. 

Its value, when.multiplied with specific weight 

and heat of the test substance, provides the 

total energy absorbed. 

c) Is essentially the s eme as b), but replaces 

individual temperature readings by a detennination 

of the average temperature. The latter is established 

by vigorous stirring the illuminated test substance 

irmnediately after exposure and then measuring it. 

The a) and b) approaches have in common that they 

require .many readings, particularly when the distribution 

of Eis very variable. This may be expected almost with 

certainty in view<£ the limited depth of penetration of the 

field in comparison with the dimensions of the obstacles 

of interest. The b) and c) approaches share the disadvantage 

that they require more illuminating power in order to provide 

sufficient resolution in the temperature readings to be of 

significance. It is fe1t that the first disadvantage is 

more serious than the second. Since approach c} is further

more very much simpler than that of b}, the latter is 

proposed for consideration. 
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The following data demonstrate how to determine 

the feasibility of the "thermal approach 11 c): 

Resolution of temperature with thermoprobes 

Desirable accuracy in temperature 

0.1° C 

10% (minimum). 

Size of obstacle to be illurdnated comparable with 

head, trunk, etc. diameter about 10 inches 

Thermal time constant of object to be 

illuminated 

Desirable exposure time (li~ited to 

"linear transient" where heat 

losses to the outside have not 

yet to be considered) 

Total absorbed energy flux required 

to affect in 30 min. a 

a.bout 1 hour 

at most 30 minutes 

temperature rise of at least 1°C,ab. 20 mW/cm2 

Total absorbed energy necessary to affect 

in .30 minutes 1°c temperature rise,ab.10 Watts 

"Available" power requirement over the 

obstacle cross-section assuming 

an "absorption effic1ency 11 of 30%, ab.jO Watts 

Total equipment radiant power output, 

assuming that uniformity require

ments are such that the illuminated 

area absorbs only 1/lOth of the 

power output about 300 Watts 
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In order to be on the safe side, it is desire.ble to 

undertake the thermal approach only if about 1 KW radiant 

power on an average basis is available. Similar calculations 

may be carried out for other object sizes. They do not 

give substantially different results, since objects of 

smaller size tend. to sea tter more energy. This offsets 

to some extend the gain resulting from their smaller 

depth int he direction of wave propagation. 

Considerable effort was undertaken to improve the power 

output of a radar unit, made availab1e to this laboratory 

by the Office of Naval Research. As a result a total 

power output of about 1 KW, as determined with a water 

load, was achieved. 

The figure 6 is included to demonstrate the advisability 

of positioning the object to be illuminated in a region 

of the far field where the "shadow cross-section" of the 

obstacle is not hit by more than 10 to 20~ of the total 

power output. The figure presents that fraction of the 

total power which is contained by the space angle surrounding 

the shadow cross-section of the obstacle. It is presented 

as .function of the flux reduction from the center of the 

beam to the envelope of the space angle for three hours 

of different gains. The h:lm. characteristics of gain 

4 and 6 are calculated assuming cos f 
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functions for the beam loop, the horn of gain 32 is 

one presently used in our laboratory (experimental data). 

It is seen that for a 201; variation in flux only 18~b of 

the total power can hit the target, a situation which is 

considered undesirable for work which is based on the 

assumption of uniform illumination. 

Our present electromagnetic radiation source operates 

at a frequency near 3000 Mc. Requirements for placing the 

obstacle to be illuminated only in the distant field and at 
distance/ 

a sufficient/so thaTcurvature of the wave front is minimal 

across the illuminated ob.~tacle, have been outlined in a 

separate report. (Previously presente~ and submitted.) 1'hey 

ere, therefore, omitted here. Choice of horn and room 

dimensions. was made to achieve a tolerable compromise between 

the necessity of heating the object, its placement at 

sufficient distance, etc., in accordance with previously out

lined principles. Power density was monitored with a probe 

which was essentially shielded with echosorb,except for its 

free tip. No highly directional devices, such as horns or 

dipoles were utilized. They are unnecessary in view of the 

high power available, and undesirable in view of the directional 

characteristics of such devices. 

A number of preliminary exposures of vessels of the 

approximate size of the human head filled with proper absorbing 

solutions have demonstrated the fea·sibili ty of the· above out

lined thermal approacho 
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C H A P T E R III 

C. DEVELOPMENT OF MICROWAVE TEST CHAMBER 

The dimensions to be used for the proposed exposure 
m 

work have been chosen to accorr}Odate the radarsource of 

radiation, with sufficient space left to vary the position 

of the test object in the distant field. This latter 

provision was made in order to check that effects of wave 

front curvature can be neglected. The following dimensions 

are availab].e: 

Room size 

Distance from horn aperture to opposite wall 

Interference field from aperture of horn out 
Available space in distant field 

22 X 40 ft 

20 - 30 t1 

ab 4 ,, 
• 15 - 25 ti 

All sides of approximately half of the total room, 1. e. 

the part which receives the radiation are equipped with 

microwave absorber to exclude reflections from the wall. 

As a result of this, beam characteristics have been 

established which agree well with those calculated from 

the horn characteristics. However, additional work must 

be performed to improve the field pattern further. The 

predicted distribution is still superimposed by fluctuations 

in field strength up to nearly 2 db. In order to obtain 

detailed plots· which are truly represen ta ti ve of the 

distribution of field strength, continuous plots of the 
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field strength laterally to the axis of the horn are measured. 

This is accomplished by means of a motordrive which moves 

a carriage,carrying on top of it the probe, and delivering 

its output to a recording device. 

A more detailed report will be made available upon 

perfection of our radiation facili•ty. We wish to point 

out that we probably impose considerably higher standards 

for the pe~fection of the beam characteristics than 

ordinarily would be imposed. We feel that this reflects 

the necessity of controlling very accurately the field to 

which absorbing obstacles are exposed in order to obtain 

accurate relative cross-section data. Our present 

facility would certainly be completely adequate for animal 

exposure work where no attempt is made to obtain very exact 

relationships between cause and effect. 
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C H A P T E R IV 

D. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION PERTAINING TO THERMAL DOSE METERS 

Some principal statements appear in order with r egard 

to some commonly used field intensity meters, namely horns 

and dipoles. Such devices are useful if high gain characteristics 

are desired, i. e. when small field intensities, under normal 

circumstances near the noise level, must -be evaluated. 

Since we are concerned here with nux values near 10 mW/cm2, 

i.e. field strength values near 2 Volt/cm on an average 

basis, or correspondingly more during the pulse, noise 

considerations are irmnaterial. High gain characteristics 

of the receiving device are, therefore, unnecessary, On 

the other hand, it must be realized that high gain 

characteristics are associated with considerable disadvantages. 

They are: 

a) The high directionality of the high gain device. 

Proper orientation becomes the more critical the 

higher the gain. This complicates rapid 

measurements desired in survey studies. 

b) The gain of a horn or dipole is a function of the 

field to which it is exposed. It is usually 

defined for homogeneous fields and waves, whose 

curvature of wave front is small across the aperture 

of the directional deYice. _ In the non-homogeneous 

• 
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field, such as in the interference zone of antennas, 

the gain of the directional receiving device becomes 

a complicated function of the field to be evaluated 

and is therefore often useless, giving erroneous 

results based on non-applicable assumptions 

underlying the calibration of the device. 

We conclude that for the purpose of interest here low 

gain devices are preferable. It is furthermore desirable 

that their dimensions be as small as possible in order to 

minimize the volume where the originally existing field 

pattern is disturbed by the insertion of the detecting 

device. Thus meaningful measurements will be possible in 

areas of changing field intensities which can not be 

investigated with directional devices whose performance 

integrates over a large area ( linear dimension usually 

about half a wavelength). Non-directional devices which 

interfeni! w1 th as 11 ttle as 1/lOOth to 1/10 of a wav~ length 

are possible, depending upon frequency. 

The least directional device is the sphere by virtue 

of its shape. However, to measure in turn the field stre~th 

in a sphere by means of a non-thermal field strength 

measuring device is undesirable. It would requi~e 

arrangements which take cognizance of the field direction in 

the sphere, i.e. require orientation and thereby defeat the 

end we hope to achieve. This situation suggests investi

gation of the usefulness of thermal techniques. 
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Before entering into a more detailed discussion of 

related thennal aspects we wish to point out that the field 

strength within a sp:ere is well defined if the sphere is 

thought to be exposed to an originally homogeneous field. 

The neighborhood of any other di alee tric mass within a 

distance comparable to the dimensions of the sphere or 

IJ18.SS, will yield further modifications of the field. 

'I'b.e field within the sphere and its consequent heating rate 

will change drastically if it is carried on or near the 

surface of the human body. Hence readings obtained in such 

a fashion ara meaningless and impossible to interpret. The 

same statement applies, of course, to all field devices 

carried on the body. From our previously published 

investigations of the variability of impedance match of 

the human body surface, to air it becomes obvious furthe:rmore; 

that errors arising from the location of the sensing 

* device on the body surface can not be calibrated out. 

In summary: Any sensing device must be used at a "Sufficient" 

distance from the human body. How large the distance should 

be is impossible to state at the present in the absence of 

pertinent data, but it most certainly is sufficiently large 

to prohibit the device to be carried on the body surface.* 

* Pertinent calculations show that the square of the 
field strength, which is a measure of the r,diant 
energy, can vary near the body· surface by contiderably 
more than two orders of magnitude and changes 
critically with such parameters as akin and subcutaneous 

· fat thickness, frequency, etc. 
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The electrical field strength Cina solid sphere or a 

complex conductance 

and innnersed in a medium or the conductance 

" 1( • . t.- _!;:' ( 3) / j'- '= . A. -\ :~ f ' CI:\ I.. 't 

can be shown to be related with the field strength E 

of the external field in large distance from the sphere, 

assuming the latter quantity to be constant and independent 

of location. Thia statement includes the assumption that 

the wave length of the radiation is large compared with the 

. dimensions of the i:phere. 

(4) C = 
l. + -:l¼Q. 

We are interested here in the special c~se when the outside 

material is air: 

and hence 

{ 6) C = 
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The heat development in the sphere per unit volume is 

equal to 

( 7) 

while the free flux 

(8) 

Hence the "relative absorption cross-section" of the 

sphere 

(9) 

In order to evaluate now the possibilities of using 
small spheres as dosemeters we enter into a discussion of 
the equation (7). First we wish to point out that it 

would be desirable to optimize the heating rate as much as 
possible. This is simply a reflection of the fact that 

flux levels comparable to the one proposed for tolerance do not 
provide much heat: 10mW/cm2 will heat, for example, 1 cc 

of water or tissue by 1.5° C after 10 minutes exposure, 
provided that the 10 mW are completely absorbed. 

Differentiation of either equation (7) or {9) with 
regard to K, yields the optimal condition 
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(10) J.+c~ = 

Introducing this into equation (7) gives the optimal heat 
rate 

(11) H (max.) 

The .following conclusions are evident from equations (10) 
and ( 11): 

1. In order to obtain optimal heating at a given 
frequency, the conductivity has to be adjusted 
in linear proportion with the fre(fllency. 

2. For optimal heating the dielectric constant 
should be chosen as low as possible. 

The optimal cross-section is obtained by introduction 
of condition (10) into equation (9). The result 

(12) S(max.) = l 377 (wfrJa. R = 
2. K'. 

I, 

~,317c.--'~., R 
:l(~t-E~') 

again suggests reduction of the dielectric constant C· in the 
l.. 

interest of optimal relative absorption cross-section. The 
relative absorption cross-section is furthermore increasing 
with the radius of the sphere and the frequency. 
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From the dioxan electrolyte data discussed before 

it is apparent that it will be possible to obtain 

variability of conductivity for dielectric constants 

as low as 8. Hence further discussion will be based 

on this value. Equations (10), (11), and (12) reduce 

to 

(13) H(ma.x.) 9 _-<. 
= t. Ct:, Fr 

20 

(14} S(max.) = 1,377 
WE .... R 

~o 

(15) K·= ~ 
10 t0 f"r 

The following table II presents values of "optimal~• 

conductivities, optimal heating rates and relative 

absorption cross-section (per cm Radius) at various 

frequencies of interest. 
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Table II 

f Kc opt.> H~ ma.x. ) /E2 S(max. )/R AT/min (Mc) (mMho/cm) (m att/Volt2) cm ( 0 c/min) 

100 0,55 0.025 0.31 0.013 

300 1.66 0.075 l 0.04 

1000 5.$ 0.25 3.1 0.13 

3000 16.6 0.75 10 0.40 

10 000 55 2.5 31 1.35 

Optimal conductivity required for maximum heating, heat 

development per cc and field strength l Volt/cm, relative absorption 
cross-section for al cm-radius sphere and average temperature 
rise of spherical dose meter per minute. The data are given 

for various frequencies. A dielectric constant of 8 frelative 

to vacuum) is assumed. The 4T-data are calculated assuming a free 

field riux value of 0.1 Watt/cm2 (E2 = 37.7 Volt2cm-2}. 
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Table II includes furthermore optimal temperature 

rise data per minute, assuming a flux of 100 mW/cm 2=0.l Watt/cm2 • 

For a flux of 0.01 W/cm2 temperature rise values are, of 

course, tenfold smaller. The quoted conductance values 

can be readily materialized as may be seen from dielectric 

data pertaining to dioxan-electrolyte mixtures. 

Our next statements pertain to the frequency dependence 

of the heat development in a given spherical absorber. F1rom 

the statement of the optimal conditions outlined before 

it may appear that the device is highly frequency dependent 

in its response characteristics. This is by no means so. 

Fig. 7 gives a graphical representation of the frequency 

response of heat rate. The device which has been designed 

for optimal response at a given frequency f
0 

(marked by 

arrow) increases its sensitivity somewhat at higher 

frequency. Actually f 0 appears as the cut-off frequency 

where the heat rate starts to decrease from a constant 

value by 3 db. At lower frequencies the resolution decreases rapidly as f decreases. In conclusion: The device is 
usefu1. for the total frequency range above the "optimal 

frequency" for which it has been designed. It is frequency 

independent for the total frequency range up from f = 2f
0 

( error 25%). 

The curves in fig •. 7 · ~emons tra te why .. the.re is no 

contradiction between the statement of an optimal choice 

of conductivity and the monotonous frequency behavior of 
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'~ the heat rate: 'l'he sum of all points of optimal design 
values as defined by equation (10) determines a straight 
line with a slope of 45° (dashed line). It is not possible 
to leave the area below this line, no matter what conductance 
-trequeney combination is considered. The points of optimal ' . 

design appear in this demonstration as the beat possible 
heat rate values to be obtained at any frequency. The 
only means to increase the heat rate is by means ot change 
in dielectric constant. A decrease of the latter quantity 
from 8 to 1, 1. •• to the dielectri constant'& theoretical 
D!imit ahitta the b4rder line of the region of possible 
heat rate-frequency combinations by a factor of 3.3 upwards, 
as 11281 be seen from equation (11). It a dielectric ot 
very low dielectric constant, but appreciably conductance 
in accord with equation (lQ) could be realized, the 
temperature values quoted in table.II could be increased 
by halt an order ot magnitude.* 

*All above outlined relationships are immediately evident to thosetamillar vith the dielectric relaxation behavior ot inhomogeneous dielectrics. The equivalent and "ettectiv•• conductivity of a suspension ot spheres in another medium ia characterized by a simple relaxation .tunction 
K' = K'oo {_CJ:i·f~2./I+ (l.>'tla.. 

involving one time constant T lihich is proportional to the resistivity ot the lossy spheres. The relaxation function can be presented in terma ot an equivalent circuit, involving frequency independent circuit element. It consists ot a capacitance in parallel with a series RC-arrangement. Fl'Om this the trequency independent characteristics at high trequenciea and the square dependence upon frequency at frequencies low in comparison to the "characteristic" frequency (identical with design trequency) are readily realized.· 

,j 
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The curves demonstrate also that high sensitivity,(high 

heat rate, and temperature rise) are to be traded against 

poor low frequency response: The higher the heat rate 

at frequencies above the design frequency, the lower the 

heat rate at frequencies below the design frequencies. 

Any change in conductance will vary the heat rate at 

frequencies on one side of the original design by the 

inverse of the factor which determines the changes at 

frequencies located at the opposite side of the original 

design frequency. The best possible compromise may well 

be near a design frequency of 1000 Mc. In this case 

conductance specifications can be easily realized (for 

example by proper dioxan-electrolyte mixture) and yet a 

temperature elevation of 1° C per 6 minutes is possible 

for the 0.1 Watt/cm2 figure. This is sufficient to permit 

detection of flux levels as low as 10 mW/cm2 accurate to 

1~ withih a few seconds, as may be recognized from available 

resolution of temperature detection systems to be mentioned 

below. 

It is noticed that for flux levels near the accepted 

tolerance level only small temperature increases can be 

expected. Th.is has its advantages and disadvantages: 
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1. The disadvantages of a small temperature rise 

per minute is, of course, due to the difficulty 

of detecting such small temperature increases 

or the necessity for waiting long periods of 

time before noticeable increase is obtained. 

2. The advantage of small temperature rise is given 

by the fact that the observed temperature rise 

will truly reflect the abSorbed energy. If the 

temperature rise were large, conduction losses 

to the surrounding of the absorbing sphere 

would influence the temperature quite rapidly. 

This would create a situation where parameters 

of a variable nature (heat loss depends on air 

temperature, wind velocity, etc.) would be 

introduced, making it impossible to relate 

temperature rise with energy flux. 

We propose that thermal devices be used only during 

the linear part of the transient period when the absorber 

increases its temperature. The steady state temperature· 

which is ultimately approached, is in a very unpredictable 

manner nlated with energy flux and external factors, and 

therefore, in our opinion, useless for quantitative., w~rk. 

Utilization of the linear part of the transient relates 

temperature change rather than temperature with energy 
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flux. The time it takes to change the temperature of the 

absorber by a given amount is then directly proportional 

to the energy flux or the square of the electrical field 

intensity to be determined. 1lhe linear range of the device 

can be extended considerably by surrounding the absorber 

with a material of low heat conductivity. This material 

should a, on the other hand, not interfere substantially 

with the electrical field. Some of the low dielectric 

constant materials commercially available are quite useful 

since their porous structure guarantees at the same time 

very low dielectric constant and heat conductance. 

The measurement of small temperature changes is not 

difficult by presently available means. It can be done 

either with thermistors or thermocouples. They must be 

designed to avoid selective and uncontrollable energy 

pickup from the field by proper shielding of the leads 

to the sensing device in the abSorbers. A simple technique 

utilized in our design consists of the measurement of 

the low frequency conductance of the absorber material 

with the help of small microelectrodes in the absorber. 

The latter's conductance has a temperature coefficient 

of about 2.5% per° C. Hence the temperature rise data 

given in table II can be translated inmediately into 

percentage changes of low frequency conductance. Instrument

ation to measure relative resistance changes accurate to 
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1 part in 10,000 is easily constructed. It can be 

developed in transistorized form in such a manner that it 

is portable and attached to the handle of the stick which 

carries at its other end the microwave absorber sphere 

(Figure 8), All above numerical considerations are based 

on the assumption that the dimensions of the absorbing 

sphere are small compared with the wavelength. Since 

heat rate and temperature rise are not a function of radius, 

a small size of the absorber is possible, about or less 

than 1 cm in diameter. With such a device it should be 

possible to apply above formulated quantitative relations 

up to about 3000 Mc. For highetjfrequencies corrections 
I 
I 

are necessary which are best detennined experimentally, 

1. e. calibrated into the instrument. 
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The work carried out under contract AF 41 (657) 129 

and reported above was conducted with Dr. H.P. Schwan 

as Principal Investigator. Various phases of the work 

involved the active participation of Professor o. Salati, 

l"1r. A. Anne and Mr. C. Ferris (Microwave chamber and 

relative absorption cross-section absorption studies), 

Dr. H. Pauly and Miss Joan Twisdom (Dioxan-electrolyte 

studies). 

* * * * 

Figures 4 and 5 are based on Figure I of 11 The Dielectric 

Behaviour of Water in Water-Dioxan Mixtures", by H.F. 

Cook, from the Transactions of the Faraday Society, 

No. 343 1 Vol. 47, Part 71 July, 1951. 


